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Abstract
The invariant projections of the energy-momentum tensors of La-
grangian densities for tensor fields over differentiable manifolds with con-
travariant and covariant affine connections and metrics [(Ln, g)-spaces]
are found by the use of an non-null (non-isotropic) contravariant vector
field and its corresponding projective metrics. The notions of rest mass
density, momentum density, energy current density and stress tensor are
introduced as generalizations of these notions from the relativistic con-
tinuum media mechanics. The energy-momentum tensors are represented
by means of the introduced notions and the corresponding identities are
found. The notion of covariant differential operator along a contravariant
tensor field is introduced. On its basis, as a special case, the notion of
contravariant metric differential operator is proposed. The properties of
the operators are considered. By the use of these operators the notion
of covariant divergency of a mixed tensor field is determined. The co-
variant divergency of tensor fields of second rank of the types 1 and 2 is
found. Invariant representations of the covariant divergency of the energy-
momentum tensor are obtained by means of the projective metrics of a
contravariant non-isotropic (non-null) vector field and the corresponding
rest mass density, momentum density, and energy flux density. An invari-
ant representation of the first Noether identity is found as well as relations
between the covariant divergencies of the different energy-momentum ten-
sors and their structures determining covariant local conserved quantities.
1
1 Invariant projections of a mixed tensor field
of second rank
In the relativistic continuum media mechanics notions are introduced as gener-
alizations of the same notions of the classical continuum media mechanics. This
has been done by means of the projections of the (canonical, symmetric of Be-
linfante or symmetric of Hilbert) energy-momentum tensors along or orthogonal
to a non-isotropic (non-null) contravariant vector field.
There are possibilities for using the projections for finding out the physical
interpretations of the determined energy-momentum tensors. In an analogous
way as in (pseudo) Riemannian spaces without torsion (Vn-spaces), the different
relations between the quantities with well known physical interpretations can be
considered as well as their application for physical systems described by means
of mathematical models over differentiable manifold with affine connections and
metrics [(Ln, g)-spaces].
The energy-momentum tensors are obtained as mixed tensor fields of second
rank of type 1 [by the use of the procedure on the grounds of the method of
Lagrangians with covariant derivatives (MLCD) [1]]
G = Gα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = Gi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i (1)
in contrast to the mixed tensor fields of second rank of type 2
G = G β α · e
α ⊗ eβ = G
j
i · dx
i ⊗ ∂j . (2)
{eα} and {eα} are non-co-ordinate (non-holonomic) covariant and contravari-
ant basic vector fields respectively, (α, β = 1, ..., n), {dxi} and {∂i} are co-
ordinate (holonomic) covariant and contravariant basic vector fields respectively
(i, j = 1, ..., n), dim(Ln, g) = n.
To every covariant basic vector field a contravariant basic vector field can be
juxtaposed and vice versa by the use of the contravariant and covariant metric
tensor fields
g(eγ) = gαγ · e
α , g(∂j) = gij · dx
i , g(eγ) = gαγ · eα , g(dx
j) = gij · ∂i . (3)
On this basis a tensor field of the type 2 can be related to a tensor field of the
type 1 by the use of the covariant and contravariant tensor fields g = gij ·dx
i.dxj
and g = gij · ∂i.∂j [dx
i.dxj = (1/2)(dxi ⊗ dxj + dxj ⊗ dxi), ∂i.∂j = (1/2)(∂i ⊗
∂j + ∂j ⊗ ∂i)]
G = g(G)g = G β α · e
α ⊗ eβ = gαγ ·Gδ
γ · gδβ · eα ⊗ eβ , (4)
G β α = gαγ ·Gδ
γ · gδβ , (5)
G = g(G)g = Gα
β · eβ ⊗ e




β = gβδ ·G γ δ · gγα . (7)
The Kronecker tensor field appears as a mixed tensor field of second rank of
the type 1
Kr = gαβ · eα ⊗ e
β = gij · ∂i ⊗ dx
j
and can be projected by means of the non-isotropic (non-null) contravariant
vector field u and its projection metrics hu and h
u [hu = g −
1
e · g(u) ⊗ g(u),
hu = g − 1e · u⊗ u, e = g(u, u) 6= 0]
Kr = εKr · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(




e2 · [g(u)](Kr)u =
1
e2 .uα · u
α = 1e2 .gαβ · u




σ · fβ δ · gρσ · u
γ · uδ = 1e2 .u
i · ui =
1
e2 · gik · u








.ui · ui , ui = gij · u
j , (9)
Krpi = 1e · [g(u)](Kr)h
u = 1e · gβγ · u
γ · gβδ · h
δα · eα =
1
e · gβγ · h
βα · uγ · eα =
= 1e · uβ · h
βα · eα =






















· hu(g)(Kr)(u) = Krsα · eα =




· hαβ · gβδ · u
δ , Krsi =
1
e
· hik · gkl · u
l , (13)
KrS = hu(g)(Kr)hu = KrSαβ · eα ⊗ eβ =
KrSij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (14)
KrSαβ = hαγ · gγδ · h
δβ , KrSij = hik · gkl · h
lj , (15)
hu[g(u)] = [g(u)](hu) = 0 , hu(g)hu = hu ,
(Kr)g = ke · u⊗ u+ u⊗
Krpi + Krs⊗ u+ KrS ,
(Kr)g = gαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = g
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j .
(16)
The corresponding to the Kronecker tensor field mixed tensor field of the
type 2
Kr = g(Kr)g = gαγ · g
γβ · eα ⊗ eβ = gik · g
kj · dxi ⊗ ∂j (17)
does not appear in general as a Kronecker tensor field.
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Kr = gαβ · e
β ⊗ eα = g
i
j · dx
i ⊗ ∂j ,
k = 1, εKr =
1
e ,
Krpi = 0 , Krs = 0 , KrS = hu ,
Kr = 1e · u⊗ g(u) + (h
u)g = g(g) , (Kr)g = g .
(18)
The representation of the tensor fields of the type 1 by the use of the non-
isotropic (non-null) contravariant vector field u and its projective metrics hu
and hu corresponds in its form to the representation of the viscosity tensor and
the energy-momentum tensors in the continuum media mechanics in V3- or V4-
spaces, where εG is the inner energy density,
Gpi is the conductive momentum,
e.Gs is the conductive energy flux density and GS is the stress tensor density.
An analogous interpretation can also be accepted for the projections of the
energy-momentum tensors found by means of the method of Lagrangians with
covariant derivatives (MLCD).
2 Energy-momentum tensors and the rest mass
density
The covariant Noether identities (generalized covariant Bianchi identities) can
be considered as identities for the components of mixed tensor fields of second
rank of the first type. The second covariant Noether identity
θα
β − sTα
β ≡ Q α
β
can be written in the form
θ − sT ≡ Q , (19)
where
θ = θα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = θi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i ,
sT = sTα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = sTi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i ,
Q = Qα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = Qi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i ,
(20)
θ is the generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor (GC-EMT) of the
type 1; sT is the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante (S-EMT-B)
of the type 1; Q is the variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange
(V-EMT-EL) of the type 1.
The second covariant Noether identity for the energy-momentum tensors of
the type 1 is called second covariant Noether identity of type 1.
By means of the non-isotropic contravariant vector field u and its corre-
sponding projective metric the energy-momentum tensors can be represented in
an analogous way as the mixed tensor fields of the type 1.
The structure of the generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor and the
symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante for the metric and non-metric
tensor fields has similar elements and they can be written in the form
G = kG− L ·Kr ,





β · eβ ⊗ e
α = kθi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i . (22)
On the analogy of the notions of the continuum media mechanics kG is called
viscosity tensor field.
G and kG can be written by means of u, h
u and hu in the form
G = εG · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Gpi) + Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g ,
kG = εk · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
kpi) + ks⊗ g(u) + (kS)g .
(23)
From the relation (21) the relations between the different projections of G
and kG follow. If we introduce the abbreviation εG = ρG, then
εk = ρG +
1
e · L · k ,
kpi = Gpi + L ·Kr pi , ks = Gs+ L ·Kr s ,
kS = GS + L ·Kr S ,
(24)
and G can be written by means of (21) in the form
G = (ρG +
1
e






is the rest mass density of the energy-momentum tensor G of the type 1. This
type of representation of a given energy-momentum tensor G by means of the
projective metrics of u and ρG is called representation of G by means of the
projective metrics of the contravariant non-isotropic (non-null) vector field u
and the rest mass density ρG.
There are other possibilities for representation of G by means of u and its
corresponding projective metrics.
If we introduce the abbreviation
pG = ρG · u+
Gpi , (26)
where pG is the momentum density of the energy-momentum tensor G of the
type 1, then G can be written in the form
G = u⊗ g(ρG · u+
Gpi) + Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g ,
G = u⊗ g(pG) +
Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g .
(27)
The representation of G by means of the last relation is called representa-
tion of G by means of the projective metrics of the contravariant non-isotropic
contravariant vector field u and the momentum density pG.
By the use of the relations
g(Gpi, u) = 0 , (GS)[g(u)] = 0 , (28)
valid (because of their constructions) for every energy-momentum tensor G and
the definitions
eG = G(u) = (G)(u) = e · (ρG · u+
Gs) , g(u, u) = e 6= 0 , (29)
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where eG is the energy flux density of the energy-momentum tensor G of the
type 1, the tensor field G can be written in the form
G = (ρG · u+
Gs)⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(Gpi) + (GS)g ,
G = 1e · eG ⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Gpi) + (GS)g .
(30)
The representation of G by means of the last expression is called representa-
tion of G by means of the projective metrics of the contravariant non-isotropic
vector field u and the energy flux density eG.
The generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor θ can be represented,
in accordance with the above described procedure, by the use of the projective
metrics of u and the rest mass density ρθ
θ = kθ − L ·Kr , kθ = θ + L ·Kr , (31)
θ = (ρθ +
1
e
· L · k) · u⊗ g(u)− L ·Kr + u⊗ g(θpi) + θs⊗ g(u) + (θS)g , (32)
where
kθ = kθα












· [g(u)](θ)(u) , k =
1
e
· [g(u)](Kr)(u) , (34)
ρθ =
1
e2 · gαβ · u
β · θγ
α · uγ = 1e2 · θγ
α · uα · u
γ =
= 1e2 · gij · u
j · θk
i · uk = 1e2 · θk




kθ = ρθ +
1
e





u = θpiα · eα =





β · uβ · h










θsα · eα =




· hαβ · gβγ · kθδ
γ · uδ , θsi =
1
e
· hij · gjk · kθl
k · ul , (40)
θS = hu(g)(kθ)h
u = θS αβ · eα ⊗ eβ =
θS ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (41)
θS αβ = hαγ · gγδ · kθκ
δ · hκβ , θS ij = hik · gkl · kθm
l · hmj , (42)
(θ)g = (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · u⊗ u− L ·Kr(g) + u⊗
θpi + θs⊗ u+ θS =
= θαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = θ
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j ,
(43)
θαβ = gβγ · θγ
α = θγ
α · gβγ , θij = θk
i · gkj , (44)
g(θ) = (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · g(u)⊗ g(u)− L · g(Kr) + g(u)⊗ g(
θpi)+
+g(θs)⊗ g(u) + g(θS)g ,
(45)
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g(θ) = θαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = θij · dx
i ⊗ dxj ,
θαβ = gαγ · θβ
γ , θij = gik · θj
k ,
(46)
g(Kr) = gαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = gij · dx
i ⊗ dxj , gαβ = gαγ · f
γ
β = gγα · f
γ
β = gβα ,
gij = gji , (Kr)g = Kr(g) = g
αβ · eα ⊗ eβ = g
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j .
(47)
In a co-ordinate basis θ, (θ)g and g(θ) can be represented in the forms
θi
j = (ρθ +
1
e
· L · k) · ui · u
j − L · gji +
θpii · u
j + ui ·
θsj + gik ·
θS jk , (48)
θij = θk
i · gkj = (ρθ+
1
e
·L ·k) ·ui ·uj−L · gij+ui · θpij+ θsi ·uj+ θS ij , (49)







θS kl ·glj , (50)
where
ui = gij · u
j , θpii = gik ·
θpik , θsi = gil ·
θsl , θSij = gik ·
θS kl · glj . (51)
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT can be represented
in an analogous way by the use of the projective metrics hu and hu and the rest
mass density ρT in the form
sT = (ρT +
1
e
·L · k).u⊗ g(u)−L ·Kr+ u⊗ g(Tpi) + T s⊗ g(u) + (TS)g , (52)
where
sT = sTα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = sTi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i ,
sT = skT − L ·Kr , skT = sT + L ·Kr = T ,
(53)
εT = ρT +
1
e
· L · k , (54)
ρT =
1
e2 · [g(u)](sT )(u) =
1
e2 · gαβ · u
β ·s Tγ
α · uγ = 1e2 ·s Tγ
α · uα · u
γ =
= 1e2 · gij · u
j ·s Tk
i · uk = 1e2 · sTk










u = Tpiα · eα =





β · uβ · h









· hu(g)(T )(u) = T sα · eα =
T si · ∂i , (58)
T s α =
1
e
· hαβ · gβγ · Tδ
γ · uδ , T si =
1
e
· hij · gjk · Tl
k · ul , (59)
TS = hu(g)(T )hu = TS αβ · eα ⊗ eβ =
TS ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (60)
TS αβ = hαγ · gγδ · Tκ
δ · hκβ , TS ij = hik · gkl · Tm
l · hmj , (61)
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(sT )g = (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · u⊗ u− L ·Kr(g) + u⊗
Tpi + T s⊗ u+ TS =
= sT
αβ · eα ⊗ eβ = sT
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j ,
(62)
sT
αβ = gβγ · sTγ
α = sTγ
α · gβγ , sT
ij = sTk
i · gkj , (63)
g(sT ) = (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · g(u)⊗ g(u)− L · g(Kr) + g(u)⊗ g(
Tpi)+
+g(T s)⊗ g(u) + g(TS)g ,
(64)
g(sT ) = sTαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = sTij · dx
i ⊗ dxj ,
sTαβ = gαγ · sTβ
γ , sTij = gik · sTj
k .
(65)
In a co-ordinate basis sT , (sT )g and g(sT ) can be represented in the forms
sTi
j = (ρT +
1
e
· L · k) · ui · u
j − L · gji +
Tpii · u
j + ui ·
T sj + gik ·
TS jk , (66)
sT
ij = sTk
i ·gkj = (ρT+
1
e
·L·k)·ui ·uj−L·gij+ui · Tpij+ T si ·uj+ TS ij , (67)






T si ·uj+ gik ·
TS kl ·glj ,
(68)
where
Tpii = gik ·
Tpik , T si = gil ·
T sl , TSij = gik ·
TS kl · glj .
The variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q can be rep-
resented in the standard manner by the use of the projective metrics hu, hu and
the rest mass density ρQ in the form
Q = −ρQ · u⊗ g(u)− u⊗ g(





· [g(u)](Q)(u) , (70)
ρQ = −
1
e2 · gαβ · u
β ·Qγ
α · uγ = − 1e2 ·Qγ
α · uα · u
γ =
= − 1e2 · gij · u
j ·Qk
i · uk = − 1e2 ·Qk






· [g(u)](Q)hu = Qpiα · eα =





β · uβ · h









· hu(g)(Q)(u) = Qsα · eα =




· hαβ · gβγ ·Qδ
γ · uδ , Qsi = −
1
e
· hij · gjk ·Ql
k · ul , (75)
QS = −hu(g)(Q)hu = QSαβ · eα ⊗ eβ =
QSij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (76)
QSαβ = −hαγ · gγδ ·Qκ
δ · hκβ , QSij = −hik · gkl ·Qm
l · hmj , (77)
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(Q)g = − ρQ · u⊗ u− u⊗
Qpi − Qs⊗ u− QS =
= Qαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = Q
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j ,
(78)
Qαβ = gβγ ·Qγ
α = Qγ
α · gβγ , Qij = Qk
i · gkj ,
g(Q) = −ρQ · g(u)⊗ g(u)− g(u)⊗ g(
Qpi)− g(Qs)⊗ g(u)− g(QS)g , (79)
g(Q) = Qαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = Qij · dx
i ⊗ dxj , Qαβ = gαγ ·Qβ
γ , Qij = gik ·Qj
k .
(80)
In a co-ordinate basis Q, (Q)g and g(Q) can be represented in the forms
Qi
j = −ρQ · ui · u
j − Qpii · u
j − ui ·
Qsj − gik ·
QSjk , (81)
Qij = Qk
i · gkj = −ρQ · u
i · uj − ui · Qpij − Qsi · uj − QSij , (82)
Qij = gik ·Qj
k = −ρQ · ui · uj − ui ·
Qpij −
Qsi · uj − gik ·
QSkl · glj , (83)
where
Qpii = gik ·
Qpik , Qsi = gil ·
Qsl , QSij = gik ·
QSkl · glj .
The introduced abbreviations for the different projections of the energy-
momentum tensors have their analogous forms in V3- and V4-spaces, where their
physical interpretations have been proposed [2], [3] (S.383-385). The stress
tensor in V3-spaces has been generalized to the energy-momentum tensor sT
in V4-spaces. The viscosity stress tensor skT appears as the tensor T in the
structure of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT .
On the analogy of the physical interpretation of the different projections, the
following definitions can be proposed for the quantities in the representations
of the different energy-momentum tensors:
A. Generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor of the type 1. ........ θ
(a) Generalized viscous energy-momentum tensor of the type 1. ............ kθ
(b) Rest mass density of the generalized canonical
energy-momentum tensor θ. ....................................................................ρθ
(c) Conductive momentum density of the generalized canonical
energy-momentum tensor θ. ...................................................................θpi
(d) Conductive energy flux density of the generalized canonical
energy-momentum tensor θ. ..................................................................e · θs
(e) Stress tensor of the generalized canonical
energy-momentum tensor θ. ....................................................................θS
B. Symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante of the type 1. ..... sT
(a) Symmetric viscous energy-momentum tensor of the type 1. ..................T
(b) Rest mass density of the symmetric energy-momentum
tensor of Belinfante sT . ...........................................................................ρT
(c) Conductive momentum density of the symmetric
energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT . ..............................................
T pi
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(d) Conductive energy flux density of the symmetric
energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT . ............................................e·
T s
(e) Stress tensor of the symmetric energy-momentum
tensor of Belinfante sT . ..........................................................................
T S
C. Variational (active) energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange. .. Q
(a) Rest mass density of the variational energy-momentum
tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q..................................................................... ρQ
(b) Conductive momentum density of the variational
energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q.........................................Qpi
(c) Conductive energy flux density of the variational
energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q....................................... e ·
Qs
(d) Stress tensor of the variational energy-momentum
tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q. ....................................................................QS
The projections of the energy-momentum tensors have properties which are
due to their construction, the orthogonality of the projective metrics hu and h
u
correspondingly to the vector fields u and g(u) [hu(u) = 0, h
u[g(u)] = 0]
g(u,θ pi) = g(θpi, u) = 0 , g(u, Tpi) = 0 , g(u, Qpi) = 0 , (84)
g(u,θ s) = g(θs, u) = 0 , g(u,T s) = 0 , g(u,Q s) = 0 , (85)
g(u)(θS) = 0, (θS)g(u) = 0 , g(u)(TS) = 0 , (TS)g(u) = 0 ,
g(u)(QS) = 0 , (QS)g(u) = 0 .
(86)
From the properties of the different projections it follows that the conduc-
tive momentum density pi (or pi) is a contravariant vector field orthogonal to
the vector field u. The conductive energy flux density e ·s (or e ·s) is also a con-
travariant vector field orthogonal to u. The stress tensor S (or S) is orthogonal
to u independently of the side of the projection by means of the vector field u.
The second covariant Noether identity θ − sT ≡ Q can be written by the
use of the projections of the energy-momentum tensors in the form
(ρθ − ρT + ρQ) · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
θpi − Tpi + Qpi)+
+ (θs− T s+ Qs)⊗ g(u) + (θS − TS + QS)g ≡ 0 .
(87)
After contraction of the last expression consistently with u and g and taking
into account the properties (84) ÷ (86) the second covariant Noether identity
disintegrates in identities for the different projections of the energy-momentum
tensors
ρθ ≡ ρT − ρQ ,
θpi ≡ Tpi − Qpi , θs ≡ T s− Qs , θS ≡ TS − QS . (88)
If the covariant Euler-Lagrange equations of the type δvL/δV
A
B = 0 are
fulfilled for the non-metric tensor fields of a Lagrangian system and gQ = 0,
then the variational energy-momentum of Euler-LagrangeQ = vQ+ gQ is equal
to zero. This fact leads to vanishing the invariant projections of Q (ρQ = 0,
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Qpi = 0, Qs = 0, QS = 0). The equality which follows between θ and sT has as
corollaries the identities
ρθ ≡ ρT ,
θpi ≡ Tpi , θs ≡ T s , θS ≡ TS . (89)
From the first identity (ρθ ≡ ρT ) and the identity (88) for ρ , it follows
that the covariant Euler-Lagrange equations of the type δvL/δV
A
B = 0 for
non-metric fields V and gQ = 0 appear as sufficient conditions for the unique
determination of the notion of rest mass density ρ for a given Lagrangian system.
Proposition 1 The necessary and sufficient condition for the equality
ρθ = ρT (90)
is the condition ρQ = 0.
Proof. It follows immediately from the first identity in (88).
The condition ρQ 6= 0 leads to the violation of the unique determination
of the notion of rest mass density and to the appearance of three different no-
tions of rest mass density corresponding to the three different energy-momentum
tensors for a Lagrangian system. Therefore, the violation of the covariant Euler-
Lagrange equations δvL/δV
A
B = 0 for the non-metric tensor fields or the exis-
tence of metric tensor fields in a Lagrangian density with gQ 6= 0 induce a new
rest mass density (a new rest mass respectively) for which the identity (88) is
fulfilled.
The identity ρθ ≡ ρT − ρQ can be related to the physical hypotheses about
the inertial, passive and active gravitational rest mass densities in models for
describing the gravitational interaction. To every energy-momentum tensor a
non-null rest mass density corresponds. The existence of the variational energy-
momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange is connected with the existence of the
gravitational interaction in a Lagrangian system in Einstein’s theory of grav-
itation [4] and therefore, with the existence of a non-null active gravitational
rest mass density. When a Lagrangian system does not interact gravitationaly,
the active gravitational rest mass density is equal to zero and the principle of
equivalence between the inertial and the passive rest mass density is fulfilled [5]
- [8].
From the second covariant Noether identity of the type 1. by means of the
relations
G = g(G)g , G = g(G)g ,
one can find the second covariant Noether identity of the type 2. for the energy-
momentum tensors of the type 2. in the form
θ − sT ≡ Q , (91)
where
θ = g(θ)g , sT = g(sT )g , Q = g(Q)g . (92)
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The invariant representation of the energy-momentum tensors by means of
the projective metrics hu, hu and the rest mass density allows a comparison of
these tensors with the well known energy-momentum tensors from the contin-
uum media mechanics (for instance, with the energy-momentum tensor of an





· p) · ui · u
j − p · gji , e = const. 6= 0, k = 1 ). (93)
It follows from the comparison that the Lagrangian invariant L can be in-
terpreted as the pressure p = L characterizing the Lagrangian system. This
possibility for an other physical interpretation than the usual one (in the me-
chanics L is interpreted as the difference between the kinetic and the potential
energy) allows a description of Lagrangian systems on the basis of phenomeno-
logical investigations determining the dependence of the pressure on other dy-
namical characteristics of the system. If these relations are given, then by
the use of the method of Lagrangians with covariant derivatives (MLCD) the
corresponding covariant Euler-Lagrange equations can be found as well as the
energy-momentum tensors.
The use of a contravariant non-isotropic (non-null) vector field u and its
corresponding projective metrics hu and hu is analogous to the application of
a non-isotropic (time-like) vector field in the s. c. monad formalism [(3 + 1) -
decomposition] in V4-spaces for description of dynamical systems in Einstein’s
theory of gravitation (ETG) [9] - [17], [3], [18].
The contravariant time-like vector field has been interpreted as a tangential
vector field at the world line of an observer determining the frame of reference
(the reference frame) in the space-time. By the use of this reference frame a given
physical system is observed and described. The characteristics of the vector field
determine the properties of the reference frame. Moreover, the vector field is
assumed to be an absolute element in the scheme for describing the physical
processes, i. e. the vector field is not an element of the model of the physical
system. It is introduced as a priory given vector field which does not depend on
the Lagrangian system. In fact, the physical interpretation of the contravariant
non-isotropic vector field u can be related to two different approaches analogous
to the method of Lagrange and the method of Euler in describing the motion
of liquids in the hydrodynamics [19].
In the method of Lagrange, the object with the considered motion appears
as a point (particle) of the liquid. The motion of this point is given by means
of equations for the vector field u interpreted as the velocity of the particle.
The solutions of these equations give the trajectories of the points in the liquid
as basic characteristics of the physical system. In this case, the vector field
u appears as an element of the model of the system. It is connected with
the motions of the system’s elements. Therefore, a Lagrangian system (and
respectively its Lagrangian density) could contain as an internal characteristic a
contravariant vector field u obeying equations of the type of the Euler-Lagrange
equations and describing the evolution of the system.
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In the method of Euler, the object with the considered motion appears as
the model of the continuum media. Instead of the investigation of the motion
of every (fixed by its velocity and position) point (particle), the kinematic char-
acteristics in every immovable point in the space are considered as well as the
change of these characteristics after moving on to an other space point. The
motion is assumed to be described if the vector field u is considered as a given
(or known) velocity vector field.
The (n − 1) + 1 decomposition (monad formalism) can be related to the
method of Euler or to the method of Lagrange:
(a) Method of Euler. The vector field u is interpreted as the velocity vector
field of an observer who describes a physical system with respect to his vec-
tor field (his velocity). This physical system is characterized by means of a
Lagrangian system (Lagrangian density).
The motion of the observer (his velocity vector field) is given independently
of the motion of the considered Lagrangian system.
(b) Method of Lagrange. The vector field u is interpreted as the velocity
vector field of a continuum media with a co-moving with it observer. The last
assumption means that the velocity vector field of the observer is identical with
the velocity vector field of the media where he is situated.
The motion of the observer (his velocity vector field) is determined by the
characteristics of the (Lagrangian) system. Its velocity vector field is, on the
other side, determined by the dynamical characteristics of the system by means
of equations of the type of the Euler-Lagrange equations.
3 Energy-momentum tensors and the momen-
tum density
In the first section of this paper the notion of momentum density of an energy-
momentum tensor G has been introduced as
pG = ρG · u+
Gpi ,
where ρG.u is the convective momentum density of the energy-momentum tensor
G; Gpi is the conductive momentum density of the energy-momentum tensor G.
The tensor field G can be represented by means of the projective metrics hu
and hu in the form
G = u⊗ g(pG) +
Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g .
At the same time the relations are fulfilled
(G)g = u⊗ pG +
Gs⊗ u+ GS = Gαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = G
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (94)
g(G) = g(u)⊗ g(pG) + g(





· [g(u)](G)(g) . (96)
The Kronecker tensor can be represented in the form
Kr = u⊗ g(pKr) +





·k ·u+ Krpi, L·Kr = u⊗g(L·pKr)+L·
Krs⊗g(u)+(L· KrS)g . (98)
The generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor θ will have then the
form
θ = u⊗ g(pθ) +
θs⊗ g(u) + (θS)g , (99)
where
pθ = ρθ · u+
θpi = ρθ · u+
θpi − L · Krpi . (100)
In a co-ordinate basis θ, (θ)g and g(θ) can be written in the forms
θi
j = pθi · u
j + ui ·








i · gkj = ui · pjθ +
θsi · uj + θSij , (102)
θij = gik · θj
k = ui · pθj +
θsi · uj +
θSij . (103)
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT can be represented
by means of the projective metrics hu, hu and the momentum density pT in the
form
sT = u⊗ g(pT ) +
T s⊗ g(u) + (TS)g =
= sTα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = sTi




pT = ρT · u+
Tpi = ρT · u+
Tpi − L · Krpi , (105)
(sT )g = u⊗ pT +
T s⊗ u+ TS = sT
αβ · eα ⊗ eβ = sT
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (106)
g(sT ) = g(u)⊗ g(pT ) + g(
T s)⊗ g(u) + g(TS)g =
= sTαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = sTij · dx
i ⊗ dxj ,
(107)
g(u, pT ) = ρT · e , g(u,




u(g) = g(hu) , hu(
Gpi) = (Gpi)hu = g(
Gpi) = (Gpi)g , (109)
hu(pG) = g(
Gpi) , Gpi = g[hu(pG)] , (110)
g(Tpi) = hu(pT ) ,
Tpi = g[hu(pT )] .
In a co-ordinate basis sT , (sT )g and g(sT ) can be written in the forms
sTi
j = pTi · u
j + ui ·









i · gkj = ui · pjT +
T si · uj + TSij , (112)
sTij = gik · sTj
k = ui · pTj +
T si · uj +
TSij . (113)
The variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q can be rep-
resented by means of the projective metrics hu, hu and the momentum density
pQ in the forms
Q = − u⊗ g(pQ)−
Qs⊗ g(u)− (QS)g =
= Qα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = Qi
j · ∂j ⊗ dx
i ,
(114)
(Q)g = − u⊗ pQ −
Qs⊗ u− QS = Qαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = Q
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (115)
g(Q) = − g(u)⊗ g(pQ)− g(
Qs)⊗ g(u)− g(QS)g =
= Qαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = Qij · dx




Qpi) = g(Qpi) , g(u,Q pi) = 0 , hu(pQ) = g(
Qpi) ,
pQ = ρQ · u+
Qpi , Qpi = g[hu(pQ)] , hu(
Qs) = g(Qs) ,
hu(h
u) = hu(hu) = hu(g) = g(h
u) .
(117)
In a co-ordinate basis Q, (Q)g and g(Q) will have the forms
Qi
j = − pQi · u
j − ui ·
Qsj − gik ·
QSjk , (118)
Qij = Qk
i · gkj = − ui · pjQ −
Qsi · uj − QSij , (119)
Qij = gik ·Qj
k = − ui · pQj −
Qsi · uj −
QSij , (120)
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pQi = gik · p
k
Q ,
Qsi = gil ·
Q sl , QSij = gik ·
Q Skl · glj .
On the analogy of the notions in the continuum media mechanics one can
introduce the following definitions connected with the notion momentum density
of a given energy-momentum tensor:
A. Generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor θ




· [g(u)](θ)(g) = ρθ · u+
θpi .
(b) Convective momentum density of θ ................................................. ρθ ·u.
B. Symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT




· [g(u)](sT )(g) = ρT · u+
Tpi .
(b) Convective momentum density of sT ................................................ ρT ·
u.
C. Variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q




· [g(u)](Q)(g) = − ρQ · u−
Qpi .
(b) Convective momentum density of Q ................................................. ρQ ·
u.
From the covariant Noether identities for the rest mass and the conductive
momentum densities, it follows the identity for the momentum density of the
different energy-momentum tensors
pθ ≡ pT − pQ . (121)
If the Euler-Lagrangian equations δvL/δV
A
B = 0 for the non-metric tensor
fields are fulfilled and gQ = 0, then
pθ = pT . (122)
The representations of the energy-momentum tensors of the type 2 is anal-
ogous to the representations of the energy-momentum tensors of the type 1 by
the use of hu, hu and the momentum density.
4 Energy-momentum tensors and the energy flux
density
In the first section the notion of energy flux density has been introduced for a
given energy-momentum tensor G as
eG = G(u) = e · (ρG · u+
Gs) .
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The energy-momentum tensors can be now represented by the use of the
projective metrics hu, hu and the energy flux density in the forms
G = 1e · eG ⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Gpi) + (GS)g =
= Gα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = Gi





· eG ⊗ u+ u⊗
Gpi + GS = Gαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = G
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (123)
g(G) = 1e · g(eG)⊗ g(u) + g(u)⊗ g(
Gpi) + g(GS)g =
= Gαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = Gij · dx
i ⊗ dxj .
(124)
The Kronecker tensor Kr can also be represented by the use of eKr, where
eKr = Kr(u) = k · u+ e ·
Krs = e · (
1
e
· k · u+ Krs) . (125)
The structure of eG allows the introduction of the abbreviations:
(a) Convective energy flux density of the energy-momentum
tensor G ............................................................................ρG · e · u.
(b) Conductive energy flux density of the energy-momentum
tensor G ...............................................................................e. · s.
The generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor θ can be represented in
the form
θ = 1e · eθ ⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
θpi) + (θS)g =
= θα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = θi




eθ = θ(u) = e · (ρθ.u+
θs) = eαθ · eα = e
i
θ · ∂i ,




· eθ ⊗ u+ u⊗
θpi + θS = θαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = θ
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (127)
g(θ) = 1e · g(eθ)⊗ g(u) + g(u)⊗ g(
θpi) + g(θS)g =
= θαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = θij · dx
i ⊗ dxj .
(128)









j + gik ·
θSjk , (129)
θij = θk
i · gkj =
1
e
· eiθ · u
j + ui · θpij + θSij , (130)




· eθi · uj + ui ·
θpij +
θSij , (131)
eθi = gik · e
k
θ ,
θSij = gik ·
θSkl.glj .
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The symmetric energy-momentum of Belinfante sT can be represented by
the use of eT in the form
sT =
1
e · eT ⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Tpi) + (TS)g =
= sTα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = sTi




eT = sT (u) = e · (ρT · u+
T s) = eαT · eα = e
i
T · ∂i , (133)




· eT ⊗ u+ u⊗
Tpi + TS = sT
αβ · eα ⊗ eβ = sT
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (134)
g(sT ) =
1
e · g(eT )⊗ g(u) + g(u)⊗ g(
Tpi) + g(TS)g =
= sTαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = sTij · dx
i ⊗ dxj .
(135)













i · gkj =
1
e
· eiT · u
j + ui · Tpij + TSij , (137)




· eTi · uj + ui ·
Tpij +
TSij , (138)
eTi = gik · e
k
T ,
TSij = gik ·
TSkl · glj .
The variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q can be rep-
resented in an analogous way by the use of the energy flux density eQ in the
forms
Q = − 1e · eQ ⊗ g(u)− u⊗ g(
Qpi)− (QS)g =
= Qα
β · eβ ⊗ e
α = Qi




eQ = − Q(u) = e · (ρQ · u+
Qs) = eαQ · eα = e
i
Q · ∂i , (140)




· eQ ⊗ u− u⊗
Qpi − QS = Qαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = Q
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j , (141)
g(Q) = − 1e · g(eQ)⊗ g(u)− g(u)⊗ g(
Qpi)− g(QS)g =
= Qαβ · e
α ⊗ eβ = Qij · dx
i ⊗ dxj .
(142)













i · gkj = −
1
e
· eiQ · u
j − ui ·Q pij − QSij ,




· eQi · uj − ui ·
Qpij −
QSij ,
eQi = gik · e
k
Q ,
QSij = gik ·
QSkl · glj .
On the analogy of the determined notions, the following abbreviations can
be introduced for a given energy-momentum tensor:
A. Generalized canonical energy-momentum tensor θ.
(a) Energy flux density of θ ..................................eθ .
(b) Convective energy flux density of θ ...........ρθ · e · u.
B. Symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Belinfante sT .
(a) Energy flux density of sT .................................eT .
(b) Convective energy flux density of sT ..........ρT · e · u.
C. Variational energy-momentum tensor of Euler-Lagrange Q.
(a) Energy flux density of Q ..................................eQ.
(b) Convective energy flux density of Q ...........ρQ · e · u.
By means of the covariant Noether identities for the rest mass density and
for the conductive energy flux density the identity for the energy flux density
follows in the form
eθ ≡ eT − eQ . (143)
The relation between the momentum density and the energy flux density
follows from the structure of their definitions
pG = ρG · u+
Gpi , eG = (ρG · u+
Gs) · e , G ∼ (θ, sT , Q) .





Gpi − Gs , (144)
eG = (pG +
Gs− Gpi) · e (145)
follow.
By the use of the different representations of the energy-momentum tensors
the different physical processes can be investigated. The application of an repre-
sentation will depend on the role of the considered quantity (rest mass density,
momentum density or energy flux density) in the dynamical process.
The physical interpretation of the introduced notions has been used for de-
scribing Lagrangian systems in V4-spaces, where the contravariant vector field
u has been interpreted as a time-like vector field tangential to the trajectories
of the moving in the space-time particles. A V4-space is considered as a model
of the space-time.
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5 Covariant divergency of a mixed tensor field
The operation of the covariant differentiation along a contravariant vector field
can be extended to covariant differentiation along a contravariant tensor field.
The Lie derivative £ξu of a contravariant vector field u along a contravariant
vector field ξ can be expressed by the use of the covariant differential operators
∇ξ and ∇u in the form
£ξu = ∇ξu−∇uξ − T (ξ, u) , ξ, u ∈ T (M) ,
where T (ξ, u) is the contravariant torsion vector field
T (ξ, u) = Tαβ
γ · ξα · uβ · eγ = Tij
k · ξi · uj · ∂k ,
constructed by means of the components Tαβ
γ (or Tij
k) of the contravariant
torsion tensor field T .
The Lie derivative £ξV of a contravariant tensor field V = V
A · eA = V
A ·
∂A ∈ ⊗
m(M) along a contravariant vector field ξ can be written on the analogy
of the relation for £ξu and by the use of the covariant differential operator ∇ξ
and an operator ∇V in the form
£ξV = ∇ξV −∇V ξ − T (ξ, V ) , ξ ∈ T (M) , V ∈ ⊗
m(M) ,
where
∇V ξ = −ξ
α
/β · SBα
Aβ · V B · eA = −ξ
i
;j · SCi
Aj · V C · ∂A ,
T (ξ, V ) = TBγ
A · ξγ · V B · eA = TCk








∇V ξ appears as a definition of the action of the operator ∇V on the vector
field ξ. Let we now consider more closely this operator and its properties.
Let a mixed tensor field K ∈ ⊗k l(M) be given in a non-co-ordinate (or
co-ordinate) basis
K = KC D · eC ⊗ e
D = KC1α D · eC1 ⊗ eα ⊗ e
D ,
eC = eC1 ⊗ eα , e
D = eα1 ⊗ ...⊗ eαl .
The action of the operator ∇V on the mixed tensor field K can be defined




Aβ · V B · eC1 ⊗ e
D ⊗ eA , (146)
where ∇V is the covariant differential operator along a contravariant tensor field
V
∇V : K ⇒ ∇VK , K ∈ ⊗
k
l(M) , V ∈ ⊗
m(M) , ∇VK ∈ ⊗
k−1+m
l(M) .
Remark. There is an other possibility for a generalization of the action of






Aβ.V B.eα1 ⊗ ...⊗ eαm−1 ⊗ eαm+1⊗
...⊗ eαk ⊗ e
D ⊗ eA .
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The result of the action of this operator on a contravariant vector field ξ is
identical with the action of the above defined operator ∇V .
Remark. A covariant differential operator along a contravariant tensor field




A1β .eC ⊗ e
D ⊗ eA1 .
The operator∇V differs from ∇V in its action on a contravariant vector field
and does not appear as a generalization of the already defined operator by its
action on a contravariant vector field. It appears as a new differential operator
acting on mixed tensor fields.
The covariant differential operator ∇V has the properties:
(a) Linear operator
∇V (α ·K1 + β ·K2) = α · ∇VK1 + β · ∇VK2 ,
α , β ∈ R (or C), K1,K2 ∈ ⊗
k
l(M) .
The proof of this property follows immediately from (146) and the linear
property of the covariant differential operator along a basic contravariant vector
field.
(b) Differential operator (not obeying the Leibniz rule)
∇V (K ⊗ S) = ∇eβK ⊗ S
β +K ⊗∇V S ,
K = KA B · eA ⊗ e
B , ∇eβK = K
A
B/β · eA ⊗ e
B ,
S = S˜ C D · eC ⊗ e
D = S˜ C1α D · eC1 ⊗ eα ⊗ e
D ,
S β = −S˜ C1α D · SEα
Fβ · V E · eC1 ⊗ e
D ⊗ eF .
The proof of this property follows from the action of the defined in (146)
operator ∇V and the properties of the covariant derivative of the product of the
components of the tensor fields K and S.
If the tensor field V is given as a contravariant metric tensor field g, then
the covariant differential operator ∇V (V = g) will have additional properties
connected with the properties of the contravariant metric tensor field.
Definition 2 Contravariant metric differential operator ∇g. Covariant differ-
ential operator ∇V for V = g.
By means of the relations
−SBα
Aβ · gB · eA = (g
σ
α · g
βκ + gκα · g
βσ).eσ ⊗ eκ =
= (gσα · g






(eσ ⊗ eκ + eκ ⊗ eσ) ,






the action of the contravariant metric differential operator on a mixed tensor




βκ +KC1κ D/β · g
βσ) · eC1 ⊗ e
D ⊗ eσ ⊗ eκ =
(KC1σ D/β · g
βκ +KC1κ D/β · g
βσ).eC1 ⊗ e
D ⊗ eσ.eκ .
(149)
The properties of the operator ∇g are determined additionally by the prop-
erties of the contravariant metric tensor field of second rank:
(a) ∇g : K ⇒ ∇gK , K ∈ ⊗
k




∇g(α ·K1 + β ·K2) = α · ∇gK1 + β · ∇gK2 .
(c) Differential operator (not obeying the Leibniz rule)
∇g(K ⊗ S) = ∇eβK ⊗ S
β +K ⊗∇gS ,
K ∈ ⊗k l(M) , S ∈ ⊗
m
r(M) ,
K = KA B · eA ⊗ e
B , ∇eβK = K
A
B/β · eA ⊗ e
B ,
S = S˜ C D · eC ⊗ e
D = S˜ C1α D · eC1 ⊗ eα ⊗ e
D ,
S β = (S˜ C1σ D · g
βκ + S˜ C1κ D · g
βσ) · eC1 ⊗ e
D ⊗ eσ.eκ .
(150)
Remark. The definition of∇g in (149) differs from the definition in [6], where
∇g ≡ ∇g, i. e. the contravariant metric differential operator is defined in the
last case as a special case of the covariant differential operator ∇V for V = g.
The notion of covariant divergency of a mixed tensor field has been used in
V4-spaces for the determination of conditions for the existence of local conserved
quantities and in identities of the type of the first covariant Noether identity.
Usually, the covariant divergency of a contravariant or mixed tensor field has
been given in co-ordinate or non-co-ordinate basis in the form
δK = KAβ B/β · eA ⊗ e
B = KCi D;i · ∂C ⊗ dx
D , (151)
where











For full anti-symmetric covariant tensor fields (differential forms) the covari-
ant divergency (called also codifferential) δ is defined by means of the Hodge
operator ∗, its reverse operator ∗−1 and the external differential operator ad in
the form [20], [21] (pp. 147-149)
δ = ∗−1 ◦ ad ◦ ∗ . (153)
Remark. The Hodge operator is constructed by means of the permutation
(Levi-Chivita) symbols. It maps a full covariant anti-symmetric tensor of rank
(0, p) ≡ a ⊗p M) ≡ Λ
p(M) in a full covariant anti-symmetric tensor of rank
(0, n− p) ≡ a ⊗n− p (M) ≡ Λ
n− p(M), where dimM = n,
∗ : aA→ ∗ aA , aA ∈ Λ





i1 ∧ ... ∧ dxip , ∗ aA = ∗A[j1...jn− p].dx





[i1...ip] , A[i1...ip] = gi1k1 ....gipkp .A[k1...kp] ,
∗−1 = (−1)p.(n−p). ∗ .
By the use of the contravariant metric differential operator∇g, the covariant
metric tensor field g and the contraction operator one can introduce the notion
of covariant divergency of a mixed tensor field K with finite rank.






B/β .eA ⊗ e
B = KCi D;i.∂C ⊗ dx
D ,
where
K = KAβ B · eA ⊗ eβ ⊗ e
B = KCi D · ∂C ⊗ ∂i ⊗ dx
D ,
K ∈ ⊗k l(M) , k ≥ 1 .
δ is called operator of the covariant divergency
δ : K ⇒ δK , K ∈ ⊗k l(M) , δK ∈ ⊗
k−1
l(M) , k ≥ 1 .
Remark. The symbol δ has also been introduced for the variation operator.
Both operators are different from each other and can easily be distinguished.
Ambiguity would occur only if the symbol δ is used out of the context. In such
a case, the definition of the symbol δ is necessary.
The properties of the operator of the covariant divergency δ are determined
by the properties of the contravariant metric differential operator, the contrac-
tion operator and the metric tensor fields g and g
(a) The operator of the covariant divergency δ is a linear operator
δ(α ·K1 + β ·K2) = α · δK1 + β · δK2 ,




The proof of this property follows immediately from the definition of the
covariant divergency.
(b) Action on a tensor product of tensor fields
δ(K ⊗ S) = ∇SK +K ⊗ δS , (155)
where
K = KA B · eA ⊗ e






D · eA ⊗ e
B ⊗ eC ⊗ e
D (see above ∇V ) .
(156)





β]g = KA B/β · S
Cβ
D · eA ⊗ e




[K ⊗∇gS]g = K ⊗
1
2
· [∇gS]g = K ⊗ δS . (158)









(d) Action on the tensor product of two contravariant vector fields u and v
δ(u ⊗ v) = ∇vu+ δu · v , ∇vu = ∇vu . (160)
(e) Action of the product of an invariant function L and a mixed tensor field
K
δ(L.K) = ∇KL+ L · δK , (161)
∇KL = L/β ·K
Aβ
B · eA ⊗ e
B , δK = KAβ B/β · eA ⊗ e
B ,
L/β = eβL , L;i = L,i ,
K = KAβ B · eA ⊗ eβ ⊗ e
B ∈ ⊗k l(M) .
(162)
Special case: Action of the product of an invariant function L and the con-
travariant metric tensor g:
δ(L.g) = (L/β · g
αβ + L · gαβ /β) = (L,j · g
ij + L · gij ;j) . (163)
(f) Action on an anti-symmetric tensor product of two contravariant vector
fields u and v
δ(u ∧ v) = 12 · (∇vu−∇uv + δv · u− δu · v) =
= − 12 · [£uv + T (u, v) + δu · v − δv · u] .
(164)
(g) Action on a full anti-symmetric contravariant tensor field A of second
rank
δA = 12 · (A
αβ −Aβα)/β · eα =
1
2 · (A
ij −Aji);j · ∂i ,
A = Aαβ · eα ∧ eβ = A
ij · ∂i ∧ ∂j , A
αβ = −Aβα .
(165)
(h) Action on a tensor product of a contravariant vector field u, multiplied
with an invariant function, and a covariant vector field g(v) with the contravari-
ant vector field v
δ(ε · u⊗ g(v)) = (uε) · g(v) + ε · [δu · g(v) + (∇ug)(v) + g(∇uv)] =
= [uε+ ε · δu] · g(v) + ε · [(∇ug)(v) + g(∇uv)] ,
ε ∈ Cr(M) , ε′(xk
′
) = ε(xk) , u, v ∈ T (M) .
(166)
Special case: v ≡ u:
δ(ε · u⊗ g(u)) = [uε+ ε · δu] · g(u) + ε · [(∇ug)(u) + g(a)] , ∇uu = a . (167)
Special case: ε = 1:
δ(u⊗ g(v)) = δu · g(v) + (∇ug)(v) + g(∇uv) . (168)
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5.1 Covariant divergency of a mixed tensor field of second
rank
From the definition of the covariant divergency δK of a mixed tensor field K,
the explicit form of the covariant divergency of tensor fields of second rank of

















α = G j i;j · dx
i . (170)
By the use of the relations (159) ÷ (164), (166) ÷ (168), and the expression
[see (155) ÷ (158)]
∇v(g(u)) = ∇v(g(u)) = (∇vg)(u) + g(∇vu) , (171)
δ(g(u)⊗ v) = δv · g(u) + (∇vg)(u) + g(∇vu) , (172)
δ((GS)g) = (gαγ ·
GSβγ)/β · e
α , (173)
the covariant divergency of the representation of G by means the rest mass
density ρG (εG = ρG)
G = ρG · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Gpi) + Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g,
can be found in the form (∇uu = a)
δG = ρG · g(a) + (uρG + ρG · δu+ δ
Gs) · g(u) + δu · g(Gpi) + g(∇u
Gpi)+
+ g(∇Gsu) + ρG · (∇ug)(u) + (∇ug)(
Gpi) + (∇Gsg)(u) + δ((
GS)g) .
(174)
g(δG) will have the form
g(δG) = ρG · a+ (uρG + ρG · δu+ δ
Gs) · u+ δu · Gpi +∇u
Gpi+
+ ∇Gsu+ ρG · g(∇ug)(u) + g(∇ug)(
Gpi) + g(∇Gsg)(u) + g(δ((
GS)g)) .
(175)
In a co-ordinate basis δG and g(δG) will have the forms
Gi
j
;j = ρG · ai + (ρG,j · u
j + ρG · u
j
;j +




+ gij · (
Gpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
Gsk) + gij;k · (ρG · u




ai = gij · a
j , ai = ui ;j · u
j , ρG;i = ρG,i , ui = gik · u




;j = ρG · a
i + (ρG,j · u
j + ρG · u
j
;j +
Gsj ;j) · u
i + uj ;j ·
Gpii+
+ Gpii ;j · u
j + ui ;j ·
Gsj + gil · glj;k · (ρG · u
k · uj + uk · Gpij + Gsk · uj)+




The relation between δG and δG follows from the relation between G and G




The covariant divergency of the Kronecker tensor field can be found in an
analogous way as the covariant divergency of a tensor field of second rank of the
type 1, since Kr = gαβ · eα ⊗ e







α /β · e
α = gji;j · dx
i . (179)




· k · u⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(Krpi) + Krs⊗ g(u) + (KrS)g ,
then the covariant divergency δKr can be written in the form
δKr = 1e · k · g(a) + [u(
1
e · k) +
1
e · k · δu+ δ
Krs] · g(u)+
+δu · g(Krpi) + g(∇u
Krpi) + g(∇Krsu)+
+ 1e · k · (∇ug)(u) + (∇ug)(
Krpi) + (∇Krsg)(u) + δ((
KrS)g) ,
(180)
or in the form
g(δKr) = 1e · k · a+ [u(
1
e · k) +
1
e · k · δu+ δ
Krs] · u+
+ δu · Krpi +∇u
Krpi +∇Krsu+
+ 1e · k · g(∇ug)(u) + g(∇ug)(
Krpi) + g(∇Krsg)(u) + g(δ((
KrS)g)) .
(181)
In a co-ordinate basis δKr and g(δKr) will have the forms
gji ;j =
1
e · k · ai + [(
1
e · k),j · u
j + 1e · k · u
j
;j +
Krsj ;j] · ui+
+ uj ;j ·
Krpii + gij · (
Krpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
Krsk)+
+ gij;k · (
1
e · k · u
j · uk + Krpij · uk + uj · Krsk) + (gik ·
KrSjk);j ,
(182)
gik · gjk ;j =
1
e · k · a
i + [(1e · k),j · u
j + 1e · k · u
j
;j +
Krsj ;j ] · u
i+
+ uj ;j ·
Krpii + Krpii ;j · u
j + ui ;j ·
Krsj+
+ gil · glj;k · (
1
e · k · u
j · uk + Krpij · uk + uj · Krsk) + gil · (glk ·
KrSjk);j .
(183)
6 Covariant divergency of the energy-momentum
tensors and the rest mass density
The covariant divergency of the energy-momentum tensors can be represented
by the use of the projective metrics hu, hu of the contravariant vector field u
and the rest mass density for the corresponding energy-momentum tensor. In
this case the representation of the energy-momentum tensor is in the form
G = (ρG +
1
e
· L · k) · u⊗ g(u)− L ·Kr + u⊗ g(kpi) + ks⊗ g(u) + (kS)g ,
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where
kpi = Gpi , ks = Gs , kS = GS . (184)
By the use of the relations
u(ρG +
1
e · L · k) = uρG + L · u(
1
e · k) +
1
e · k · (uL) =
= [ρG/α + L · (
1
e · k)/α +
1
e · k · L/α] · u
α =
= [ρG,j + L · (
1
e · k),j +
1
e · k · L,j] · u
j ,
(185)
KrL = L/α · e
α = L,i · dx
i = ∇KrL , (186)
δ(L ·Kr) = KrL+ L · δKr , (187)
δ(L ·Kr) = 12 · [∇g(L.Kr)]g = (L.g
β
α)/β · e
α = (L · gji );j · dx
i =
= (L/β · g
β
α + L · g
β
α /β) · e
α = (L,i + L · g
j
i ;j) · dx
i ,
(188)
δ(u⊗ g(Gpi)) = δu · g(Gpi) + g(∇u
Gpi) + (∇ug)(
Gpi) , (189)
δ(Gs⊗ g(u)) = δGs · g(u) + g(∇Gsu) + (∇Gsg)(u) , (190)
δ((GS)g) = (gαγ ·
GS βγ)/β · e
α [see (173)],
δG and g(δG) can be found in the forms
δG = (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · g(a)+
+[u(ρG +
1
e · L · k) + (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
Gs] · g(u)−








g(δG) = (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · a+
+[u(ρG +
1
e · L · k) + (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
Gs] · u−








In a co-ordinate basis δG and g(δG) will have the forms
Gi
j
;j = (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · ai+
+ [(ρG +
1
e · L · k),j · u
j + (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
Gsj ;j] · ui−
−L,i − L · g
j
i ;j + u
j
;j ·
Gpii + gij · (
Gpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
Gsk)+
+ gij;k · [(ρG +
1
e · L · k) · u






;j = (ρG +
1




e · L · k),j · u
j + (ρG +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
Gsj ;j] · u
i−
−L,j · g
ij − L · gik · gjk ;j + u
j
;j ·
Gpii + Gpii ;j · u
j + ui ;j ·
Gsj+
+ gil · glj;k · [(ρG +
1
e · L · k) · u
j · uk + Gpij · uk + uj · Gsk]+




On the grounds of the representations of δG and g(δG) the representation
of the different energy-momentum tensors θ, sT and Q can be found.
The covariant divergency δθ of the generalized canonical energy-momentum
tensor (GC-EMT) θ can be written in the form
δθ = (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · g(a)+
+[u(ρθ +
1
e · L · k) + (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
θs] · g(u)−








or in the form
g(δθ) = (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · a+
+[u(ρθ +
1
e · L · k) + (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
θs] · u−








In a co-ordinate basis δθ and g(δθ) will have the forms
θi
j
;j = (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · ai+
+ [(ρθ +
1
e · L · k),j · u
j + (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
θsj ;j ] · ui−
−L,i − L · g
j
i ;j + u
j
;j ·
θpii + gij · (
θpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
θsk)+
+ gij;k · [(ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · u






;j = (ρθ +
1




e · L · k),j · u
j + (ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
θsj ;j ] · u
i−
−L,j · g
ij − L · gik · gjk ;j + u
j
;j ·
θpii + θpii ;j · u
j + ui ;j ·
θsj+
+ gil · glj;k · [(ρθ +
1
e · L · k) · u
j · uk + θpij · uk + uj · θsk]+
+ gil · (glk ·
θS jk);j .
(198)
The covariant divergency δsT of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of
Belinfante (S-EMT-B) sT , represented in the form
sT = (ρT +
1
e
· L · k).u⊗ g(u)− L ·Kr + u⊗ g(Tpi) + T s⊗ g(u) + (TS)g ,
can be found in the form
δsT = (ρT +
1
e · L · k).g(a)+
+[u(ρT +
1
e · L · k) + (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
T s] · g(u)−
− KrL− L · δKr + δu · g(Tpi) + g(∇u
Tpi) + g(∇T su)+
+ (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · (∇ug)(u) + (∇ug)(




or in the form
g(δsT ) = (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · a+
+[u(ρT +
1
e · L · k) + (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · δu+ δ
T s] · u−




e · L · k) · g(∇ug)(u) + g(∇ug)(
Tpi) + g(∇T sg)(u)+
+ g(δ((TS)g)) .
(200)
In a co-ordinate basis δsT and g(δsT ) will have the forms
sTi
j
;j = (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · ai+
+ [(ρT +
1
e · L · k),j · u
j + (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
T sj ;j ] · ui−
−L,i − L · g
j
i ;j + u
j
;j ·
Tpii + gij · (
Tpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
T sk)+
+ gij;k · [(ρT +
1
e · L · k) · u






;j = (ρT +
1




e · L · k);j · u
j + (ρT +
1
e · L · k) · u
j
;j +
T sj ;j ] · u
i−
−L,j · g
ij − L · gik · gjk ;j + u
j
;j ·
Tpii + Tpii ;j · u
j + ui ;j ·
T sj+
+ gil · glj;k · [(ρT +
1
e · L · k) · u
j · uk + Tpij · uk + uj · T sk]+
+ gil · (glk ·
TS jk);j .
(202)
The covariant divergency δQ of the variational energy-momentum tensor of
Euler-Lagrange (V-EMT-EL) Q, represented in the form
Q = − ρQ · u⊗ g(u)− u⊗ g(
Qpi)− Qs⊗ g(u)− (QS)g ,
follows in the form
δQ = − ρQ · g(a)− (uρQ + ρQ · δu+ δ
Qs) · g(u)−
− δu · g(Qpi)− g(∇u
Qpi)− g(∇Qsu)−




or in the form
g(δQ) = − ρQ · a− (uρQ + ρQ · δu+ δ
Qs) · u−
− δu · Qpi −∇u
Qpi −∇Qsu−




In a co-ordinate basis δQ and g(δQ) will have the forms
Qi
j
;j = − ρQ · ai − (ρQ,j · u
j + ρQ · u
j
;j +
Qsj ;j) · ui−
− uj ;j ·
Qpii − gij · (
Qpij ;k · u
k + uj ;k ·
Qsk)−
− gij;k · (ρQ · u





;j = − ρQ · a
i − (ρQ,j · u
j + ρQ · u
j
;j +
Qsj ;j) · u
i−
− uj ;j ·
Qpii − Qpii ;j · u
j − ui ;j ·
Qsj−
− gil · glj;k · (ρQ · u




7 Covariant divergency of the energy-momentum
tensors and the momentum density
In the previous chapter the energy-momentum tensors are represented by the
use of the projective metrics hu, hu and the momentum density p. For this type
of representation of a tensor field G of the type 1., which has the form
G = u⊗ g(pG) +
Gs⊗ g(u) + (GS)g ,
the covariant divergency δG can be calculated in the form
δG = g(∇upG) + δu · g(pG) + δ
Gs · g(u) + g(∇Gsu) + (∇ug)(pG)+
+ (∇Gsg)(u) + δ((
GS)g) ,
(207)
or in the form
g(δG) = ∇upG + δu · pG + δ
Gs · u+∇Gsu+ g(∇ug)(pG)+
+ g(∇Gsg)(u) + g(δ((
GS)g)) .
(208)
In a co-ordinate basis δG and g(δG) will have the forms
Gi
j
;j = gij · (p
j
G;k · u
k + uk ;k · p
j
G +
Gsk ;k · u
j + uj ;k ·
Gsk)+
+ gij;k · (p
j
G · u








j + uj ;j · p
i
G +
Gsj ;j · u
i + ui ;j ·
Gsj+
+ gil · glj;k · (p
j
G · u
k + uj · Gsk) + gil · (glk ·
GSjk);j .
(210)
On the other side, the covariant divergency of (G)g can be found. (G)g is
represented in the form
(G)g = u⊗ pG +
Gs⊗ u+ GS = Gαβ · eα ⊗ eβ = G
ij · ∂i ⊗ ∂j . (211)
δ((G)g) will have the form
δ((G)g) = ∇u
Gs+∇pGu+ δpG · u+ δu ·
Gs+ δGS , (212)
Gαβ /β =
Gsα /β · u




G /β · u
α + uβ /β ·
Gsα + GSαβ /β , (213)
Gij ;j =
Gsi ;j · u




G ;j · u
i + uj ;j ·
Gsi + GSij ;j , (214)
Gαβ = Gγ
α · gγβ , Gij = Gk
i · gkj .
The covariant divergency δθ of the generalized canonical energy-momentum
tensor θ follows from (207) and (208) in the form
δθ = g(∇upθ) + δu · g(pθ) + δ
θs · g(u) + g(∇θsu) + (∇ug)(pθ)+




or in the form
g(δθ) = ∇upθ + δu · pθ + δ
θs · u+∇θsu+ g(∇ug)(pθ)+
+ g(∇θsg)(u) + g(δ((
θS)g)) .
(216)
In a co-ordinate basis δθ and g(δθ) will have the forms
θi
j
;j = gij · (p
j
θ;k · u
k + uk ;k · p
j
θ +
θsk ;k · u
j + uj ;k ·
θsk)+
+ gij;k · (p
j
θ · u








j + uj ;j · p
i
θ +
θsj ;j · u
i + ui ;j ·
θsj+
+ gil · glj;k · (p
j
θ · u
k + uj · θsk) + gil · (glk ·
θSjk);j .
(218)
The covariant divergency δsT of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of
Belinfante sT can be written in the form
δsT = g(∇upT ) + δu · g(pT ) + δ
T s · g(u) + g(∇T su) + (∇ug)(pT )+
+ (∇T sg)(u) + δ((
TS)g) ,
(219)
or in the form
g(δsT ) = ∇upT + δu · pT + δ
T s · u+∇T su+ g(∇ug)(pT )+
+ g(∇T sg)(u) + g(δ((
TS)g)) .
(220)
In a co-ordinate basis δsT and g(δsT ) will have the forms
sTi
j
;j = gij · (p
j
T ;k · u
k + uk ;k · p
j
T +
T sk ;k · u
j + uj ;k ·
T sk)+
+ gij;k · (p
j
T · u







T ;j · u
j + uj ;j · p
i
T +
T sj ;j · u
i + ui ;j ·
T sj+
+ gil · glj;k · (p
j
T · u
k + uj · T sk) + gil · (glk ·
TSjk);j .
(222)
The covariant divergency δQ of the variational energy-momentum tensor of
Euler-Lagrange Q can be found in the forms
δQ = − g(∇upQ)− δu · g(pQ)− δ




g(δQ) = − ∇upQ − δu · pQ − δ




In a co-ordinate basis δQ and g(δQ) will have the forms
Qi
j
;j = − gij · (p
j
Q;k · u
k + uk ;k · p
j
Q +
Qsk ;k · u
j + uj ;k ·
Qsk)−
− gij;k · (p
j
Q · u





;j = − p
i
Q;j · u
j − uj ;j · p
i
Q −
Qsj ;j · u
i − ui ;j ·
Qsj−
− gil · glj;k · (p
j
Q · u




8 Covariant divergency of the energy-momentum
tensors and the energy flux density
In the previous chapter the notion of energy flux density eG has been introduced.
By means of it a mixed tensor field G of second rank and of type 1. can be




· eG ⊗ g(u) + u⊗ g(
Gpi) + (GS)g .
The covariant divergency δG of a given through eG tensor field G can be










· δeG] · g(u) +
1
e
· [(∇eGg)(u) + g(∇eGu)] (227)
and the property (155) of δ in the form
δG = g(∇u




e · δeG] · g(u) + δu · g(
Gpi)+
+ 1e · (∇eGg)(u) + (∇ug)(
Gpi) + δ((GS)g) ,
(228)
or in the form
g(δG) = ∇u




e · δeG] · u+ δu ·
Gpi+
+ 1e · g(∇eGg)(u) + g(∇ug)(
Gpi) + g(δ((GS)g)) .
(229)










· δu] · eG + δ
Gpi · u+ δ(GS) . (230)
In a co-ordinate basis δG and g(δG) will have the forms
Gi
j
;j = gij · {
Gpij ;k · u













j + uk ;k ·
Gpij}+
+ gij;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekG +






Gpii ;j · u












G;j ] · u
i + uj ;j ·
Gpii+
+ gil · glj;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekG +
Gpij · uk] + gil · (glk ·
GSjk);j , (
1




The different possibilities for a representation of the covariant divergency
of the energy-momentum tensors are related to the different possibilities for
a representation of the first covariant Noether identity for a given Lagrangian
system with its corresponding energy-momentum tensors.
The covariant divergency δθ of the generalized canonical energy-momentum
tensor θ can be written by the use of the energy flux density eθ in the form
δθ = g(∇u




e · δeθ] · g(u) + δu · g(
θpi)+
+ 1e · (∇eθg)(u) + (∇ug)(
θpi) + δ((θS)g) ,
(233)
32
or in the form
g(δθ) = ∇u




e · δeθ] · u+ δu ·
θpi+
+ 1e · g(∇eθg)(u) + g(∇ug)(
θpi) + g(δ((θS)g)) .
(234)
In a co-ordinate basis δθ and g(δθ) will have the forms
θi
j
;j = gij · {
θpij ;k · u













j + uk ;k ·
θpij}+
+ gij;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekθ +






θpii ;j · u












θ;j ] · u
i + uj ;j ·
θpii+
+ gil · glj;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekθ +
θpij · uk] + gil · (glk ·
θSjk);j .
(236)
The covariant divergency δsT of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of
Belinfante sT is found by the use of eT in the form
δsT = g(∇u




e · δeT ] · g(u) + δu · g(
Tpi)+
+ 1e · (∇eT g)(u) + (∇ug)(
Tpi) + δ((TS)g) ,
(237)
or in the form
g(δsT ) = ∇u




e · δeT ] · u+ δu ·
T pi+
+ 1e · g(∇eT g)(u) + g(∇ug)(
Tpi) + g(δ((TS)g)) .
(238)
In a co-ordinate basis δsT and g(δsT ) will have the forms
sTi
j
;j = gij · {
Tpij ;k · u












T ;k] · u
j + uk ;k ·
Tpij}+
+ gij;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekT +






Tpii ;j · u












T ;j ] · u
i + uj ;j ·
Tpii+
+ gil · glj;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekT +
Tpij · uk] + gil · (glk ·
TSjk);j .
(240)
The covariant divergency δQ of the variational energy-momentum tensor of
Euler-Lagrange Q can be found by means of eQ in the forms
δQ = − g(∇u




e · δeQ] · g(u)− δu · g(
Qpi)−
− 1e · (∇eQg)(u)− (∇ug)(
Qpi)− δ((QS)g) ,
(241)
g(δQ) = − ∇u




e · δeQ].u− δu ·
Q pi−
− 1e · g(∇eQg)(u)− g(∇ug)(
Qpi)− g(δ((QS)g)) .
(242)
In a co-ordinate basis δQ and g(δQ) will have the forms
Qi
j
;j = − gij · {
Qpij ;k · u













j + uk ;k ·
Qpij}−
− gij;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekQ +







Qpii ;j · u












Q;j ] · u
i − uj ;j ·
Qpii−
− gil · glj;k · [
1
e · u
j · ekQ +
Qpij · uk]− gil · (glk ·
QSjk);j .
(244)
By means of the covariant divergency of the energy-momentum tensors the
covariant Noether identities can be represented in index-free forms.
9 Covariant Noether’s identities and relations
between their structures
The covariant Noether identities
Fα + θα
β
/β ≡ 0 , F i + θi
j








for the mixed tensor fields of second rank of the type 1. θ, sT and Q can be
written in index-free form by the use of the covariant divergency as
F + δθ ≡ 0, θ − sT ≡ Q,
g(F ) + g(δθ) ≡ 0, (θ)g − ( sT )g ≡ (Q)g, (245)
where
F = vF + gF , (246)
vF = vaF + vW , gF = gaF + gW , aF = vaF + gaF ,
W = vW + gW , vF = vFα · e
α = vF i · dx






· gβγ/α · e
α , gW = gWα · e
α . (248)
From the second Noether identity (θ − sT ≡ Q) the relation between the
covariant divergencies of the energy-momentum tensors θ, sT and Q follows
δθ ≡ δsT + δQ, δsT ≡ δθ − δQ.
Definition 4 Local covariant conserved quantity G of the type of an energy-
momentum tensor of the type 1. Mixed tensor field G of the type 1. with
vanishing covariant divergency, i. e. δG = 0, Gα
β
/β = 0, Gi
j
;j = 0.
If a given energy-momentum tensor has to fulfil conditions for a local covari-
ant conserved quantity, then relations follow from the covariant Noether identi-
ties (CNIs) between the covariant divergencies of the other energy-momentum
tensors and the covariant vector field F
No. Condition for δG Condition for F Corollaries from CNIs
1. δθ = 0 F = 0 δsT = − δQ
2. δsT = 0 F 6= 0 δθ = δQ = − F
F = 0 δθ = δQ
3. δQ = 0 F 6= 0 δθ = δsT = − F









vaF = 0 , gaF = 0 , Q = 0 , vF = vW , gF = gW , (249)
aF = vaF + gaF = 0 , (250)
F = W :W + δθ = 0 , θ = sT , δθ = δsT = − W . (251)
For W = 0 : δθ = 0, δsT = 0 .
The finding out the covariant Noether identities for a given Lagrangian den-
sity L =
√
−dg.L along with the energy-momentum tensors θ, sT and Q allow
the construction of a rough scheme of the structures of a Lagrangian theory
over a differentiable manifold with contravariant and covariant affine connec-
tions and a metric:










↓ → → θ - sT≡Q ← ← ↓
F
↓ ↓ ↓
→ → F+ δθ ≡ 0 ← ←
Fig. 1. Scheme of the main structure of a Lagrangian theory
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor of Hilbert gshT appears as a con-
struction related to the functional variation of the metric field variables gαβ [as
a part of the variables KA B ∼ (V
A
B, gC)] and interpreted as a symmetric
energy-momentum tensor of a Lagrangian system. This tensor does not ex-
ist as a relevant element of the scheme for obtaining Lagrangian structures by
the method of Lagrangians with covariant derivatives (MLCD). It takes in the
scheme a separate place and has different than the usual for the other elements
relations.
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← ← L → → →








→ → θ - sT≡Q ← ← ↓
F
↓ ↓ ↓
→ → F+ δθ ≡ 0 ← ←
Fig. 2. The main structures of a Lagrangian theory
and the energy-momentum tensor of Hilbert
The field theories involve relations between the different structures of the
Lagrangian systems. For the most part of Lagrangian systems equations of
the type of the Euler-Lagrange equations have been imposed and the symmet-
ric energy-momentum tensor of Hilbert has been used. In Einstein’s theory
of gravitation (ETG) the existing relations among the different structure’s ele-












θ mvshT = − ggshT gθ
sT gsT
Fig. 3. Structure of the Einstein theory of gravitation.
In the Fig. 3. L is the Lagrangian invariant of the material distribution. Lg
is the Lagrangian invariant of the gravitational field.
There are other possible relations between the structures of two Lagrangian
densities than the relations between Lg and Lm in ETG. For instance, the
relations between the variational energy-momentum tensors gQ and mQ of both
Lagrangian densities and between the vector fields gF and mF .
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← L → ← L0 →






↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
θ Q = Q0 θ0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
→ θ - sT≡Q θ0 - sT0 ≡Q0 ←
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
F = F0
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
→ F+ δθ ≡ 0 ← → F0+ δθ0 ≡ 0 ←
Fig. 4. Possible relations between two Lagrangian systems
On the grounds of relations of this type a model for describing the gravita-
tional interaction in V4-spaces is considered different from ETG [22].
The covariant Noether identities can be used for a generalization of notions
of the continuummedia mechanics related to the notions of force density, density
of the moment of the force (density of the inertial momentum) and angular mo-
mentum density for Lagrangian systems described by models over differentiable
manifolds with affine connections and metrics.
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